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QUESTION:  52 

A technician must update the firmware on a savor, but has no network connectivity. 

What can the technician use to update the BIOS and iDRAC/ lifecycle Controller 

firmware? 

 

 

A. OpenManage Server administrator DVD 

B. ftp dell.com 

C. NFS share 

D. USB key with Dell Update Package 

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION:  53 

A technician needs to add a device to SupportAssisI Enterprise Policy requires that no 

additional software be installed on the server OS. In addition to Username and 

Password, what information is required to add the device? 

 

 

A. IP address or hostname for the server OS 

B. IP address for Dell TechDirect 

C. IP address for OpenManage Server Administrator 

D. IP address or hostname tor the iDRAC  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION:  54 

A sever is configured with a RAID 5 Virtual Disk across live hard disks and one spare 

disk. If a hard disk failure occurs within me RAID 5 virtual disk. The spare disk needs to 

be online as quickly as possible II is acceptable for users to expense decreased 

performance during the rebuild procedure. How should Wits requirement be met? 

 

 

A. Enable Rebuild Priority 

B. Increase Rebuild Rate 

C. Change cache to Write Through 

D. Select Fast Rebuild  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 



QUESTION:  55 

A technician needs to configure a server to PXE boot a server setup image with the 

BIOS in UEFI mode. What action is required to enable this function? 

 

 

A. Navigate to Network Settings PXE Device Settings, and configure IP 

B. Boot to CHI'S and configure me NIC for PXE Device 1 

C. From the ORAC web interlace, select Network Settings, and enable PXE Device 1 

D. Navigate to Boot Options Settings and set PXE Device as first option  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION:  56 

A technician deletes the iDRAC Express license on a R440 server. Which license type is 

then enabled? 

 

 

A. iDPAC Express license cannot be deleted 

B. iDRAC Base license 

C. iDRAC Enterprise license 

D. iDRAC will not have a license until a new one is installed  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION:  57 

A technician needs to use the iDRAC GUI to toil back a diagnostics firmware revision 

on a server that was updated four weeks previously. However, the replaced version 

cannot be found in the Firmware Rollback section on the iDRAC GUI. What could be 

the issue? 

 

 

A. Diagnostics firmware revision is part of the Lifecycle Controlled firmware so the 

Lifecycle Controller must be updated first 

B. Rollback feature was not enabled in iDRAC Settings 

C. Firmware can only be rolled back within a week of being replaced 

D. Diagnostics firmware is not supported in the Rollback feature  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

 



QUESTION:  58 

A technician has the ISO imago of an OS that they need to install on a server m a remote 

location. They are already logged into the iDRAC. How should the technician install the 

OS? 

 

 

A. Click Launch under the Virtual Console Preview Select Next Boot, and choose 

Virtual CD/DVD/lSO 

B. Click Launch under the Virtual Console Preview and then connect to Virtual Media 

C. Click Launch under the Virtual Console Preview, reboot the server into F10 and start 

the Lifecycle Controller OS Deployment wizard 

D. Click on Update and Rollback under Quick launch Tasks  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION:  59 

A technician needs to install the OS on a server remotely using iDRAC. What is the 

minimum iDRAC license required to perform this task? 

 

 

A. Express 

B. Enterprise 

C. Basic 

D. Baseboard Management Controller  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION:  60 

A server has six memory modules attached to each CPU Memory Optimizer mode is 

configured The user now wants to have maximum protection tor the memory but cannot 

afford to lose any memory space What should the technician install / configure? 

 

 

A. Six additional memory modules matching the original Switch on Single Rank Spare 

Mode 

B. Six additional memory modules matching the original Switch to Memory Mirroring 

C. No additional memory 

Switch on Single Rank Spare Mode 

D. No additional memory Switch to memory Mirroring 

 

 

Answer: A 
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